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Abstract— Service-oriented architecture offers a flexible
paradigm for information flow among collaborating organizations. As information moves out of an organization boundary,
various security concerns may arise, such as confidentiality,
integrity, and authenticity that needs to be addressed. Moreover,
verifying the correctness of the communication protocol is also an
important factor. This paper focuses on the formal verification of
the xDAuth protocol, which is one of the prominent protocols for
identity management in cross domain scenarios. We have modeled
the information flow of xDAuth protocol using high-level Petri
nets to understand the protocol information flow in a distributed
environment. We analyze the rules of information flow using
Z language, while Z3 SMT solver is used for the verification of
the model. Our formal analysis and verification results reveal
the fact that the protocol fulfills its intended purpose and
provides the security for the defined protocol specific properties,
e.g., secure secret key authentication, and Chinese wall security policy and secrecy specific properties, e.g., confidentiality,
integrity, and authenticity.
Index Terms— Cross domain access control framework,
formal methods, high-level Petri nets (HLPN), information security, modeling, and verification, SMT, service oriented architecture (SOA), xDAuth protocol, Z3.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE internet has revolutionized the ways of
communication. Before the advent of Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA), it was not easy to connect organizations
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and to achieve interoperability among organizations having
heterogeneous environments. The SOA provides the facility in
which a function of an application can be called as a service
by another application using a particular communication
protocol. Moreover, the SOA has benefited both the private
and the public sector organizations as it has enabled them
to share information within and outside the organizational
boundaries [1]. However, as information flows out of an
organization boundary, it has its own security implications and
necessary measures are required to make the communication
secure [2]–[4]. Some of the major challenges of modern-day
information sharing among different organizations are:
handling cross domain resource sharing among distinct organizations over HTTP or HTTPS, making a wise decision about
which information must be allowed for access by which user,
dealing with cross domain access control policies, providing
strong privacy protection to user data and the issue of building
trust on services offered by unseen organizations [4]–[6].
Different standards and protocols have been developed to
address the security concerns mentioned above. Some of
the well-known standards and protocols are Shibboleth [7],
OAuth 2.0 [8], and OpenID [9]. All of these standards provide
users the facility to Sign-In on a system or a website using
a single identity, such as Single Sign On (SSO). This can be
used in a distributed system such as a federation of different
organizations. The federation can be of universities, public or
private sector organizations. The federation with respect to
Identity Management Systems (IMS) is a joint venture of two
or more trusted organizations. Such organizations are bound
together with some business or technical contract in which
users from either side can access restricted resources [10].
Although, the identity management frameworks and standards
provide the capability of SSO, the frameworks are limited on
providing certain features of cross domain security such as
Conflict of Interest (CoI). Such standards focus on the format
in which information must be written. The specifications
level security at both collaborating bodies is still a challenge.
As an alternate solution to these standards, an access control
framework-xDAuth was presented in [11]. The xDAuth protocol overcomes two of the major issues in the SOA and access
control, namely Privacy and Trust. The privacy is handled at
two levels: one is at the service requester end by hiding user
attributes from the service provider and user authentication
credentials from the delegation service. The other level is
achieved at the service provider end in which delegation
service has no prior knowledge of the published resources and
service provider uses pseudonyms for the published resources
on the delegation service. Trust is achieved by exposing
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the unique secret key provided by the delegation service
(mediating service) to each service requester and service
provider involved in the cross domain resource sharing environment. Detailed information on the xDAuth protocol is
provided in Section II of the paper.
Security standards and protocols of federations are vulnerable to network attacks, as advocated in [5] and [12]–[14].
Therefore, an effort must be made to analyze the correctness
of the protocols, so as to avoid network attacks. The
improvements should be formally verified to ensure that the
protocols are free of security problems. Formal methods
are applied to check the correctness of the protocol. Formal
methods have been found to be very useful in the verification
of protocols. Formal methods provide techniques and tools
for specifying the system and checking the security properties
for system verification [15]–[17], [54]. Some cryptographic
protocols such as Needham-Schroeder, TMN, Kerberos and
a formal foundation for web security have been successfully
verified using Formal methods approaches, which exposed
the security flaws [18], [19].
xDAuth is considered as one of the prominent protocol for
SOA and cross domain access control scenarios. Therefore,
verification of the correctness of xDAuth protocol is imperative
to avoid network attacks. The correctness of the xDAuth
protocol ensures that the protocol is free of security problems.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort made
on modeling, analysis and formal verification of the xDAuth
protocol. We preferred model checking than simulation, testing
and deductive verification due to the reason that it consists of
an exhaustive exploration of the system and can be used to verify finite state concurrent systems, which benefit as automatic
verification. We have used High Level Petri Nets (HLPN) and
Z language for modeling and analysis of the cross domain
access control protocol xDAuth [11]. The HLPN presents
a graphical representation of the system and provides the
mathematical representation to analyze the behavioral and
structural properties of the system. With the help of these
two techniques, we are able to understand and analyze the
interconnections between the system entities, granular details,
and processing of information. Verification of the model is
done by translating the HLPN model using bounded model
checking techniques through Satisfiability Modulo Theories
Library (SMT-Lib) and Z3 solver. The security properties are
also translated into the SMT and checked whether the model
satisfies the security properties. As the focus of this paper is
proving the correctness of xDAuth protocol flow, in the said
perspective, we defined certain security properties and verified
that the security properties must always be satisfied throughout
the system. For each of the system’s behavior, such as the
sequence of inputs, outputs, and state changes, we clearly
determine that whether a desired security property holds or
not. The proposed method can be applied for the evaluation
or verification of other security protocols. We have applied
the similar method for the formal analysis and verification of
FADE protocol, which is used for the security of files stored
on the cloud (complete details can be seen in [55]). Moreover,
some of the literature work that depicts the application of
the method that we adopt to verify our protocol can be seen
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in [56] and [57]. The method can also be applied to other
kinds of security protocols, such as OAuth and Shibboleth for
the verification. The main contributions of the paper are listed
below.
• Detail modeling and analysis of cross domain access
control protocol, i.e. xDAuth protocol with the help of
HLPN and Z language respectively.
• Formal verification of cross domain access control
protocol xDAuth on defined system specifications and
security properties, using SMT-Lib and Z3 Solver.
• Proving the correctness of the xDAuth protocol by defining certain security properties and verifying that the
security properties must always be satisfied throughout
the system.
• We perform the automated verification of the model by
following the bounded model checking technique using
Satisfiability Modulo Theories Library (SMT-Lib) and
Z3 solver. During the analysis of xDAuth, we realized
that the formal verification of the security properties,
such as confidentiality, integrity and authenticity, is not
possible without incorporating certain attributes as part of
xDAuth protocol. Therefore, we augmented the attributes
in xDAuth to verify the security properties. This formal
verification technique made us able to augment certain
attributes in the xDAuth protocol which are necessary
for the verification of the security properties.
• The delegation service (DS) returns a domain key
(30-byte public string to uniquely identify the domain)
and the secret key (10-byte shared secret between the DS
and domain) after the registration process. Our analysis
has revealed that the said keys can create a single point of
failure, which will lead to the compromise of the whole
federation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the background concepts such as xDAuth Protocol,
Boolean Satisfiability Solvers, and Petri Nets. Section III
elaborates related work. Section IV describes the Modeling
and Analysis of the xDAuth protocol. Section V constitutes
the verification of the xDAuth protocol. Finally, we provide
the concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
A. An Overview of the xDAuth Protocol
The xDAuth protocol presents a general framework for
the realization of cross domain access and delegation control
of the resources. In the xDAuth, there is a single trusted
Delegation Service (DS) that acts as the decision making
body for cross domain resource access request. The Service
Provider (SP) is the organization that agrees to share its
resources for cross domain resource sharing. The Service
Requester (SR) is the organization from which users access
the resources. The xDAuth provides strong privacy protection
to both the SP and the SR domains. The SR domain user’s
authentication credentials are kept private from the DS. Similarly, the SP can define policies to hide the information of
shared resources from the DS. The xDAuth can support many
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Fig. 1.

An Overview of the xDAuth Protocol [11].

access control and delegation constraints in cross domain environment, such as Dynamic Separation of Duty (DSoD) [20]
and the Chinese Wall Security Policy (CWSP) [21]. A pictorial
representation of the xDAuth protocol is depicted in Figure 1.
1) Responsibilities of the xDAuth Entities: The
xDAuth is implemented in OpenERP by the “Cross
Domain Access Control and Delegation in Enterprise
Applications (CDACDEA)” project [22]. Three main entities
constitute the xDAuth protocol: the service provider (SP),
the service requester (SR), and the delegation service (DS).
However, both the SP and the SR are implemented in the
OpenERP; whereas, the DS is implemented as a web service.
Responsibilities of each of the entity are as follows:
• The SP Responsibilities: The SP is responsible to publish
the cross domain policies on the DS. The SP receives
resource access requests from the SR domain user and
redirects the user’s client application to the DS for further
procedure.
• The DS Responsibilities: The DS receives resource
access request redirected from the SP. Once the request
is received the DS performs two main operations:
(a) Managing request redirections for authentication and
authorization, and (b) Implementing the CWSP.
• The SR Responsibilities: The DS redirects the access
requests to the SR domain for authentication. Once the
access request is received, the responsibility of the SR
is to authenticate the user in the home domain. As a
response to the DS request, the SR domain sends the
required attributes, user authentication response (valid or
invalid), and domain authentication response.
2) Accessing Cross Domain Resources via the xDAuth
Protocol: The overall process of accessing a shared resource
within the xDAuth protocol is divided into the following steps:
Forming a federation is considered to be a prerequisite of
step 0 i.e. Publishing Policies. A federation is formed by
the registration of SP and SR domains at the DS to become
part of the federation. Once the federation is formed, a local
user (from the SP domain) makes a delegation request to the
Internal Authorization (IA) service of the SP for creating cross
domain policy.

•

•

•

Step 0: Publishing Policies In step 0, After the creation
of cross domain policy, the SP publishes the policy on
the DS.
Step 1: Resource Request The first step towards accessing
a shared resource is initiated by an external user (from
the SR domain). The external user initiates a request for
resource access that is available on the SP resource page
through a client application, such as a web browser.
Step 2: Request Redirection to the DS The SP domain
receives a resource access request from the SR user. Since
SP is not managing the identity of external users; therefore, the request is redirected to the DS for authentication
and authorization decisions.
Step 3: SR Home Domain Selection The DS receives the
redirected resource access request from the SP. In order
to get the user authenticated from her parent organization,
the DS provides a list of domains in the federation to the
SR user, for selecting the home domain.
Step 4: SR Authentication Once redirected to the SR
domain, the user authenticates herself by providing
already issued credentials. After successful authentication, the user is redirected to the DS along with the
domain identity and required attributes (which were
requested by the DS).The reason for requesting the
attributes is because the DS has to make an authorization
decision for the SP domain based on the cross domain
access control policy.
Step 5: DS Redirection to SP On receiving the required
attributes, the DS evaluates them against the published
policy. A positive evaluation takes the user’s client application to the SP along with the authorization result.
Step 6: Resource Release After receiving the authorization result from the DS, the SP provides access to the
resource to the user. A fine-grained description of each
step along with the security constraints will be discussed
in Section IV.

B. SMT-Lib and Z3 SMT Solver
In the context of automated reasoning and formal
verification, Boolean Satisfiability Solvers (SAT) are used.
However, now the decision problems are encoded and solved
as Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [23]. The SAT are
propositional satisfiability solvers. The SMT takes the decidability problem as first order logic formula and decide for its
satisfiability based on the decidable background theory. There
are a number of theories supported by the SMT solvers, such
as equality and un-interpreted functions, linear arithmetic over
rationals, linear arithmetic over integers, non-linear arithmetic
over reals, over arrays, bit vectors, and combinations [24].
The SMT-Lib provides a common input platform for many
solvers used for the verification of systems. Behavioral
specifications of a system can be represented using abstract
models. The SMT solvers are then used to perform bounded
model checking to explore a bounded symbolic execution
of the model [25], [26]. A number of solvers are available
that support the SMT-Lib such as the Beaver, the Boolector,
the CVC4, the MathSAT5, the Z3, and the OpenSMT [25].
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TABLE I
P LACES TO D ATA T YPE M APPING

Fig. 2.

An Example of the HLPN.

The differentiating feature of solvers can be the underlying
logic (First Order Logic (FOL) or Temporal Logic), supported
theories, input formulas, and interfaces [24], [25].
In this paper, we used the Z3 constraint solver, which is
an efficient automated SMT solver by Microsoft Research
Labs [27]. The Z3 solver is mostly used in the analysis and
verification of software systems. The underlying verification
theory for our system’s model is the theory of array that is
used to prove the satisfiability of our model’s logical formulae.
The array theory is frequently used in software modeling
domain [28].
C. The High-Level Petri Nets (HLPN)
Petri Nets are very useful for mathematical and graphical
modeling of wide range of systems, such as distributed,
parallel, concurrent, stochastic, non-deterministic, and asynchronous systems [29]. However, a tradeoff must be kept
between modeling generality and analysis capability. Even
a modest model can become too large for analysis process.
In this work, we have used a variant of the conventional Petri
Nets, termed as High-Level Petri Nets (HLPN) for the formal
verification of the proposed migration technique. The HLPN
is a set of 7-tuple [30], [31], N = (P, T, F, ϕ, R, L, M0 ), where:
1) P is a set of finite places,
2) T is a set of finite transitions such that P and T are
two distinct sets P ∩ T = φ,
3) F represents the flow relation from place to transition or
transition to place such that F ⊆ (P × T) ∪ (T × P),
4) φ represents the mapping function that maps places to
data types, such that φ: P → Data types,
5) R defines the set of rules that maps T to logical formulae
such that R: T → Formula,
6) L represents the labels that are mapped on each flow
in F, such that L: F → Label,
7) M0 represents the initial state/marking where flow can
be initiated, such that M: P → Tokens.
The first three variables (P, T, F) provide information about the
structure of the Petri Net. The next three variables (φ, R, L)
provide the static semantics of the Petri Net, which means
that the information does not change throughout the system.
To build an understanding of a Petri Net, we demonstrate a
small example. Figure 2 represents a simple Petri Net, having
4 places (P = P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 ), 3 transitions (T= T1 , T2 , T3 ), and
7 flows (F = a, b, c, d, e, f, g). In HLPN, each place has some
tokens to enable adjacent transitions, which means that the
preconditions must hold for the transition to fire. The tokens
can correspond to one type or a cross product of different data
types. In Table I, we have mapped places to the following data
types.

Let α and β be the nodes of the HLPN N if and only if
α, β ∈ P ∪ T. A node α is an input node of another node β
if and only if there is a directed arc from α to β such that
(α, β) ∈ F. Node α is an output node of β if and only if
(β, α) ∈ F. The precondition is • P1 = (P2 | (P2 , P1 ) ∈ F)
and post condition is • P1 = (P2 | (P1 , P2 ) ∈ F). The
precondition must hold to enable the transition. For example
in the Figure 2, precondition for T2 will use c and d as input.
Similarly, post-condition will take values from outgoing flow
to enable further transitions.
III. R ELATED W ORK
The concerns such as privacy, security, authorization, and
authentication in the cross domain access control applications
calls for a mechanism that can be used to ensure correctness, reliability, robustness, and safety of the system. The
formal methods, which involves formal modeling, analysis,
and verification technique, is one such mechanism that can
be used to achieve the aforesaid attributes by introducing
rigor, performing proofs, and the verification of the underlying
systems [23], [25], [32]. The formal analysis of the security
and the access control protocols has been addressed by many
researchers [33], [36], [41], [48]. The goal of using the formal
analysis and the verification techniques is to provide a formal
base for the protocol verification that helps in finding flaws
and improving the design. One such analysis is performed
in [33], where a symbolic safety analysis framework for the
Administrative Role Based Access Control (ARBAC) policy
model is presented. The authors of [33] used the SMT for the
symbolic backward reachability procedure that can be used to
solve the user-role reachability problem. However, the work
done in [33] is not focused on the incremental analysis of
the access control policies and does not provide automated
analysis and proof generation in the case of policy resistance.
The authors in [34] performed the automated analysis of
ARBAC model.
The work presented in [34] shows an abstract rule-based
framework for the integration of the attributes in the RBAC
model. However, the analysis performed in the aforesaid paper
was only focused on the centralized policies of the RBAC
model. Research work done in [35] has considered the administration of multiple attributes including the atomic attributes.
A systematic root cause analysis to study the security
vulnerabilities of the OAuth 2.0 protocol is presented in [36].
The authors used an attacker model to unveil the vulnerabilities
such as the replay attacks, the network eavesdropping, the
forced-login CSRF attacks, and the impersonation attacks
in the OAuth 2.0 protocol. An abstraction technique for an
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automated error finding in the ARBAC polices is presented
in [37]. The proposed technique is evaluated in an access control policy verification tool MOHAWK. The results obtained
are scalable with respect to complexity of the policies and also
in the magnitude. Similarly, a methodology for the bounded
analysis of the security and the cryptographic protocols using a
model checking tool, named the Mur-phi, is presented in [18].
The authors of [18], analyzed the Needham-Schroeder protocol, the Kerberos, and the TMN protocol to identify known
bugs. However, the tool (Mur-phi) is rarely used for analyzing
network protocols where the number of topologies are large.
In another study [38], the analysis of the Needham-Schroeder
protocol is performed using the Failures Divergences
Refinement (FDR) model checker to test whether the protocol
correctly achieves the authentication and discovered an attack
on the protocol. In [39], the authors have given a protocol
formalization, first in the Alice-Bob notation, and then in
the High Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL).
Moreover, the authors has used the AVISPA, the state-ofthe-art verification tool for the security protocols to identify
two security flaws, a replay attack and a masquerade attack.
However, the formal specification of the Facebook Connect
protocol was not discussed in detail. Therefore, the model
was inferred only by observing the message exchange process
during a valid protocol run. In another study [19], the authors
worked on the formal modeling of the web security and the
authentication protocols using the Alloy model checker.
In order to identify some known and unknown vulnerabilities of the login CSRF attack, the authors of [19] have modeled
the web-based authentication protocol the WebAuth, which is
a Kerberos based SSO web solution. However, the approach
followed by the authors is limited to the HTTP communication
only and does not take into account the application layer
messages such as the SOAP, as discussed in [40]. The formal
model presented by [41] is a good set of advice to the secure
web service communication. A symbolic protocol model of the
Needham Schroeder protocol is generated from the C implementation code in [16], using the Csur tool (a project about the
automatic analysis of the cryptographic protocols). Only the
secrecy properties were considered for the protocol modeling.
However, the authors did not provide any verification results.
Apart from the model checkers and the theorem provers,
the researchers also developed the logics of knowledge, the
logics of belief, such as the BAN, and improved them to
provide more formal ways for analyzing the security and the
authentication protocols [42].
An abstract representation of the cryptographic protocols
using the prolog rules is presented in [15]. Such prolog rules
are used for proving the secrecy properties of the protocols
using the ProVerif [15] tool. The main difficulty faced while
using such methods is the termination of the analysis process.
Moreover, such methods do not address the decidability of the
secrecy with the Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) encryption
or the blind signature. An automated unbounded symbolic
verification and analysis tool the Scyther is presented in [43].
The scyther tool is used for the verification of the security
and the cryptographic protocols. Such tool has the ability to
automatically find attacks in a protocol. Other tools for the

same purpose are the AVISPA [44], the ProVerif [15], and the
TAMARIN [45].
A role-based provenance mechanism for services aggregation and trustworthiness is presented in [46]. However,
the association of roles from different domains are handled
solely by manual process that can be tedious and lack agility.
Also, assuring access control needs to be considered as one
significant part of security requirement in service oriented
architecture.
Zhao et al. [47] discussed about constructing authentication
web in cloud computing which is also a promising direction
for cross domain resource sharing. The focus was to propose
a single sign-on mechanism to accept user identities from
various domains. They also made a formal mathematical
model to analyze security issues of the proposed mechanism
and verified it to support hybrid authentication protocols.
However, the proposed mechanism gave authority to service
providers to verify the user identities and took authorization
decisions for releasing resources in a cross domain resource
sharing environment.
In [48], the Alloy modeling language is presented to cast
the resource accessibility problem as a constrained graph
reachability problem. Also, an Alloy model is created for each
domain policy, and these models are then composed in a sound
and efficient manner. However, [48] has discussed only the
access control policiy’aspect of cross domain paradigm.
Our work is different in the context that along with the
formal analysis of the xDAuth protocol we have modeled
the protocol in the HLPN and verified the model within the
Z3 [27], that is an efficient SMT solver. Using the Z3, we
performed bounded verification of the xDAuth protocol. The
reason for selecting the Z3 SMT solver for the verification
of the xDAuth protocol is that Z3 is currently an area of
the research for many researcher for the software verification.
The Z3 is a powerful solver used for solving the real world
problems that require greater computational power and the
complex constraint solving abilities. Moreover, its ability to
support several FOL theories brings in it more flexibility when
reasoning about the security polices and their properties. Other
state-of-the art the SMT solvers are the BarceLogic, the CVC4,
the MathSAT, and the Yices [25]. However, the Z3 solver(and
many others automated provers) use classical logics, the proof
terms produced in this manner are not constructive in nature.
Moreover, the Z3 does not have any precise decision procedures for the string [49] and the floating point arithmetic [50].
In the coming section, we will model the xDAuth protocol
using the HLPN and define all the granular level details.
We will also define the rules that contain conditions on which
transition will be enabled/disabled.
IV. M ODELING AND A NALYSIS OF X DAUTH P ROTOCOL
A HLPN model for initiating a cross domain resource
access request through the xDAuth protocol is demonstrated
in Figure 3.
As stated in the formal definition of the Petri Net, presented in the background section, the HLPN is a 7-tuple
N = (P, T, F, ϕ, R, L, M0 ). The first step to model a system
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A HLPN Model for the Resource Access Request in the xDAuth Protocol

in the HLPN is to define a set of P (Places) and the associated
data types. As depicted in Figure 3, there are 13 places in the
model. The names and the mapping of P is shown in Table II.
The data types used in the model are shown in Table III.
The steps for initiating a cross domain resource access
request are discussed in the background section. In this
section, we will model and analyze the granular level details
of the protocol. Moreover, we will define the set of rules, the
preconditions, and the post-conditions to map to the T. The
set of the transitions T is : T = {Start-Lu, Dr-Req, Reg-Sp-S,
Reg-Sp-F, Publish, Dr-eval-S, Dr-eval-F, Start-Eu, Reg-Sr-S,
Reg-Sr-F, Make-del-R, Eva-Resp, Ex-Req, Resp-Dead,
Resp-Alive, R-R}.

Fig. 4.

Model for the Domain Registration.

A. Modeling and Analyzing Step 0 of the Protocol

usage, as shown in (1). Moreover, in (1), the transition registers
the domain as the SP, based on the domain administrator’s
credentials and the domain type, that is done by matching
the credentials stored at the place REG-DATA with the one
provided by the administrator.

The Step 0 of the protocol has two sub-steps:
The Domain Registration, and
• The Policy Publication.
In the following subsection, we will elaborate the aforesaid
sub-steps in detail.
The Domain Registration: The organization that needs to
be a part of a federation must register the domain on the DS.
In our case, we have two organizations, the SP and the SR. An
organization registers on the DS through a client application,
such as a web browser. On successful domain registration, the
DS stores the domain information. A portion of the HLPN
model shown in Figure 3 is depicted in Figure 4, which
represents the registration process of domains on the DS.
The registration outcome of domains can be successful or
failed. The transition Reg-Sp-S depicts the successful registration of the SP shown as IA place, where the DS assigns
a unique domain-ID and secret-key to the newly registered
domain and stores the record at the REG-DATA for later

R (Reg-Sp-S) = ∀sp-cr ∈ Sp − Cr, ∀sp-r ∈ Sp − R,
∀sp-ua ∈ Sp − U a | sp-cr[17]
= sp-r[6] ∨ sp-cr[10] = sp-r[1]
→ sp-r[1] := sp-cr[10], sp-r[2] := sp-cr[11],
sp-r[3] := sp-cr[12], sp-r[4] := sp-cr[13],
sp-r[10] := sp-cr[14], sp-r[13] := sp-cr[9],
sp-r[25] := sp-cr[24],
sp-r[11] := C R − R E G − D I D(sp-cr[17], sp-cr[10]),
sp-r[12] := C R − R E G − S K (sp-cr[17], sp-cr[10]),
sp-cr[15] := sp-r[11], sp-cr[16] := sp-r[12],
sp-ua[1] := sp-r[11], sp-ua[2] := sp-r[12],
Sp − Cr = Sp − Cr ∪ (sp-cr[15], sp-cr[16])
∧ Sp − R = Sp − R ∪ (sp-r[1], sp-r[2], sp-r[3], sp-r[4],
sp-r[10], sp-r[13], sp-r[11], sp-r[12], sp-r[25])
∧ Sp − U a = Sp − U a ∪ (sp-ua[1], sp-ua[2])
(1)

•
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TABLE II

TABLE III

P LACES AND M APPING OF THE xDAUTH P ROTOCOL

D ATA T YPES U SED IN THE xDAUTH P ROTOCOL

The rule for the domain registration failure is depicted in (4).
Similar constraints are applied to the SR registration as
were applied to the SP domain, where the administrator can
only register one domain with the same email ID and the

domain type. If the constraints are not followed, then the
registration should not be successful and the process should
terminate.
R (Reg-Sp-F) = ∀sp-cr ∈ Sp − Cr, ∀sp-r ∈ Sp − R |
sp-cr[17] = sp-r[6] ∧ sp-cr[10]
(2)
= sp-r[1] → Sp − Cr := Sp − Cr
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LU seamlessly.
R (Start-Lu) = ∃l-user ∈ L − U ser | •l-user = φ

(5)

The delegation request is performed on the transition Dr-Req,
as shown in (6). The IA stores the information received in the
request for the evaluation purpose.
R (Dr-Req) = ∀l-req ∈ L − Req, ∀dr-req ∈ D − Req |
Fig. 5.

Model for the Policy Publication.

Like the SP, the SR domain registration can be successful or
failed. The transition Reg-Sr-S depicts the successful registration of the SR domain, where the DS assigns a unique domainID and secret-key to the newly registered domain and keeps
the record at REG-DATA for later usage, as shown in (3).
Moreover, in (3), the transition registers the domain as the SR,
based on domain administrator’s credentials and domain type.
The aforesaid is done by matching the credentials stored at the
place REG-DATA with the one provided by the administrator.
R (Reg-Sr-S) = ∀sr-cr ∈ Sr − Cr, ∀sr-r ∈ Sr − R,
∀sr-ua ∈ Sr − U a | sr-cr[12]
= sr-r[8] ∨ sr-cr[8] = sr-r[1]
→ sr-r[1] := sr-cr[8], sr-r[2] := sr-cr[11],
sr-r[4] := sr-cr[10], sr-r[5] := sr-cr[9],
sr-r[10] := sr-cr[16], sr-r[14] := sr-cr[7],
sr-r[25] := sr-cr[24],
sr-r[11] := C R − R E G − D I D(sr-cr[12], sp-cr[8]),
sr-r[12] := C R − R E G − S K (sr-cr[12], sr-cr[8]),
sr-cr[18] := sr-r[11], sr-cr[19] := sr-r[12],

dr-req[5] := l-req[5], dr-req[6] := l-req[6],
dr-req[7] := l-req[7], dr-req[8] := l-req[8],
D − Req = D − Req ∪ (dr-req[1], dr-req[2], dr-req[3],
dr-req[4], dr-req[5], dr-req[6], dr-req[7],
dr-req[8])

(6)

The outcome of the evaluation of the delegation request can
be successful or failed. The transition Dr-eval-S depicts the
successful evaluation of the delegation request where the IA
assigns a unique CDP-ID to the newly created cross domain
policy and keeps the record at CDP for later use, as shown
in (7). Moreover in (7), the evaluation is done by checking the
values of the local user’s email address, the resource name,
the action, and the email address of the resource requester in
organization’s Delegation Control Policy (DCP). An additional
constraint is also checked, where the ID of the request initiator
and the request approver must not be the same.
R (Dr-eval-S)
= ∀dr-val ∈ Dr −V al, ∀dcp-val ∈ Dcp−V al,
∀cdp-p ∈ Cd p − P | dr-val[1] = dcp-val[20]

sr-ua[1] := sr-r[11], sr-ua[2] := sr-r[12]

∧ dr-val[3] = dcp-val[1], dr-val[4] = dcp-val[2],
dr-val[5] = dcp-val[3], dr-val[6] = dcp-val[4]

Sr − Cr = Sr − Cr ∪ (sr-cr[18], sr-cr[19])
∧ Sr − R = Sr − R ∪ (sr-r[1], sr-r[2], sr-r[4],sr-r[5],
sr-r[10], sr-r[14], sr-r[11], sr-r[12], sr-r[25])
∧ Sr − U a = Sr − U a ∪ (sr-ua[1], sr-ua[2])
(3)
The rule for the domain registration failure is depicted in (4).
Similar constraints are applied to the SR registration as was
applied to the SP domain, where the administrator can only
register one domain with the same email ID and the domain
type. If the constraints are not followed, then the registration
will not be successful and the process will terminate.
R (Reg-Sr-F) = ∀sr-cr ∈ Sr − Cr, ∀sr-r ∈ Sr − R |
sr-cr[12] = sr-r[8] ∧ sr-cr[8]
= sr-r[1] → Sr − Cr := Sr − Cr

dr-req[1] := l-req[1], dr-req[2] := l-req[2],
dr-req[3] := l-req[3], dr-req[4] := l-req[4],

(4)

The Policy Publication On successful registration of the SP
domain on the DS, the IA create and stores a cross domain
policy in response to the delegation request made by the local
user. A Petri Net model for the policy publication on the DS
is shown in Figure 5.
The local user provides information through the transition
Start-Lu, as shown in (5). There are no pre-conditions for the
transition to be satisfied. All required values move to the place

→ cdp-p[1] := dr-val[3], cdp-p[2] := dr-val[4],
cdp-p[3] := dr-val[5], cdp-p[4] := dr-val[6],
cdp-p[5] := dr-val[7], cdp-p[6] := dr-val[8],
cdp-p[7] := C R − C D I D(dr-val[3], dr-val[4],
dr-val[6])dr-val[19] := cdp-p[7]
Dr − V al = Dr − V al ∪ (dr-val[19])
∧ Cd p − P = Cd p − P ∪ (cdp-p[1], cdp-p[2], cdp-p[3],
cdp-p[4], cdp-p[5], cdp-p[6], cdp-p[7])

(7)

The rule for the delegation request failure is depicted in (8),
where the failure occurs if: (a) The IDs of the local user and
the administrator are the same, or (b) The delegated action
corresponding to the requested resource is not defined in
the DCP.
R (Dr-eval-F) = ∀dr-val ∈ Dr − V al,
∀dcp-val ∈ Dcp − V al |
dr-val[1] = dr-val[20] ∨ dr-val[3] = dcp-val[1],
dr-val[4] = dcp-val[2], dr-val[5] = dcp-val[3],
dr-val[6] = dcp-val[4] → Dcp − V al := Dcp − V al
(8)
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Fig. 6.

Model for an External User.

Finally, after successful evaluation of the delegation request,
the IA administrator publishes the newly created policy on
the DS, as shown in (9). The administrator must authenticate
himself with the DS before policy publication. This is done
by matching the credentials stored at the place REG-DATA,
with the one provided by the administrator. A distinct ID is
also assigned to each published policy, which is then stored
on both the SP and the DS.
R (Publish) = ∀c-pub ∈ C − Pub, ∀ia-pub ∈ I a − Pub,
∀ds-c-pub ∈ Ds −C − Pub | ia-pub[17] = ds-c-pub[6]
→ ds-c-pub[15] := c-pub[1], ds-c-pub[17] := c-pub[2],
ds-c-pub[18] := c-pub[3], ds-c-pub[16] := c-pub[4],
ds-c-pub[14] := c-pub[5], ds-c-pub[19] := c-pub[6],
ds-c-pub[13] := ia-pub[9], ds-c-pub[24]
:= C R − C D P − I D(c-pub[2]),
ia-pub[19] := ds-c-pub[24]

= Ds − C − Pub ∪ (ds-c-pub[15],
ds-c-pub[17], ds-c-pub[18], ds-c-pub[16],
ds-c-pub[14], ds-c-pub[19], ds-c-pub[13],
ds-c-pub[24])
(9)

On the transition Make-del-R, which is shown in Figure 7,
the request is forwarded to the DS through a web interface
which provides the details of all the shared resources of the SP.
By selecting any of the listed resources, a request is initiated
and forwarded to the DS for the authentication, and authorization decisions. A Petri Net model for resource access request
is depicted in Figure 7 below. The rule for the Make-del-R
transition is shown in (12).
As soon as the request reaches the DS, the DS first authenticates the SP domain. The authentication is performed by
comparing the shared secret key provided to the SP at the time
of registration. If the comparison results in a failure, then the
resource request is denied by the DS. Alternatively, the DS
creates a request token for the resource request and keeps it
for further processing.

∀sp-sk-c ∈ Sp − Sk − C | sp-sk-c[2] = rec-req[16]
→ ds-rec-req[15] := rec-req[3],
ds-rec-req[17] := rec-req[4],
ds-rec-req[18] := rec-req[5],
ds-rec-req[16] := sr-rec-req[2],
ds-rec-req[14] := sr-rec-req[7], rec-req[22]

B. Modeling Step 1, 2, and 3 of the Protocol
The request for a cross domain resource acquisition in a
federation is initiated by an external user (coming from the
SR domain). The resource request flow starts on the transition
Start-Eu, as shown in figure 6. The rule for the transition
Start-Eu is shown in (10), which depicts that there are no
pre-conditions for the transition and all the required values
are provided by the user.
(10)

The resource access request reaches the SR from the transition
Ex-Req, as shown in (11). The transition updates the SR by
transferring the information from the place EU.
R (Ex-Req) = ∀e-req ∈ E − Req, ∀ex-req ∈ E x − Req |
ex-req[1] := e-req[1], ex-req[2] := e-req[2],
ex-req[3] := e-req[3], ex-req[4] := e-req[4],
ex-req[5] := e-req[5], ex-req[6] := e-req[6],
ex-req[7] := e-req[7], ex-req[8] := e-req[8],
E − Req = E − Req ∪ (ex-req[1], ex-req[2], ex-req[3],
ex-req[4], ex-req[5], ex-req[6], ex-req[7],
ex-req[8])

Model for the Delegation Request.

R (Make-del-R) = ∀sr-rec-req ∈ Sr − Rec − R,
∀rec-req ∈ Rec− Req, ∀ds-rec-req ∈ Ds − R− R,

I a − Pub = I a − Pub ∪ (ia-pub[19])
∧ Ds − C − Pub

R (Start-Eu) = ∃e-user ∈ E − U ser | •e-user = φ

Fig. 7.

(11)

:= C R − R E Q − T K N(rec-req[4],
rec-req[6])ds-rec-req[23]
:= rec-req[22], DS − R − R
= DS − R − R ∪ ds-rec-req[14],
ds-rec-req[15], ds-rec-req[16], ds-rec-req[17],
ds-rec-req[18], ds-rec-req[23] Rec − Req
= Rec − Req ∪ rec-req[22]

(12)

C. Modeling the Step 4, 5, and 6 of the Protocol
After the resource request is forwarded to the DS by
the SP, the DS evaluates the request on constraints such as
(a) The SR authentication, (b) Checking the CoI history for
the resource request, (c) The user authentication response, and
(d) The required user attributes. The DS stores the evaluation
result at place RESP. If the result is positive, then the DS
forwards the result to the SP for the resource release. If the
response is negative, the resource request should be discarded.
A Petri Net model for the process is shown in Figure 8
below. The rule for the aforesaid behavior is mapped on the
transition Eva-Resp and shown in (13). In the rule, the dual
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If the response is negative, the transition Resp-Dead is fired
that depicts the failure, resulting in a termination of the
process. The rule for the said transition is shown in (15).
R (Resp-Alive) = ∀resp-s ∈ Resp − S,
∀sr-eva-s ∈ Sr − Eva − S
| resp-s[1] = T r ue → sr-eva-s[1] := resp-s[1]
(14)
Sr − Eva − S = Sr − Eva − S ∪ (sr-eva-s[1])
R (Resp-Dead) = ∀resp-f ∈ Resp − F,
∀sr-eva-f ∈ Sr − Eva − F
| resp-f[1] = False → sr-eva-f[1] := resp-f[1]
Sr − Eva − F = Sr − Eva − F ∪ (sr-eva-f[1])
(15)

Fig. 8.

Model for the Resource Release.

authentication is performed, i.e. (a) the user authentication,
which is performed by comparing the credentials, such as the
user name and the password, with the users home domain
and (b) the domain authentication, to ensure that the domain
is the part of a federation. Moreover, the DS maintains
a CoI-history at the end to cross check whether the user
has accessed the same resource in the past or some other
resource of the same CoI class. The user provided attributes
are compared for the CoI checking. After all the comparisons
are performed, the result is stored at a place RESP.
R (Eva-Resp) = ∀sr-sto-cr ∈ Sr − Sto − Cr, sr-ent-cr
∀ ∈ Sr − Cr, ∀eva-resp-stor ∈ Eva − Resp − Stor,
∀stor-sr-sk ∈ Stor − Sr − Sk,
∀stor-coi-a ∈ Stor − Coi − A |
sr-sto-cr[1] = sr-ent-cr[20], sr-sto-cr[2] = sr-ent-cr[21],
stor-sr-sk[2] = sr-ent-cr[19], sr-ent-cr[2] = stor-coi-a[1],
sr-ent-cr[4] = stor-coi-a[2], sr-ent-cr[5] = stor-coi-a[3],
sr-ent-cr[15] = stor-coi-a[4], sr-ent-cr[23] = stor-coi-a[5]
→ sr-ent-cr[17]
:= C R − AU T H − RS(sr-sto-cr[1],
sr-sto-cr[2], stor-sr-sk[2], stor-coi-a[1],
stor-coi-a[2], stor-coi-a[3],
stor-coi-a[4], stor-coi-a[5]),
eva-resp-stor[1]
:= sr-ent-cr[17],
Sr − Cr = Sr − Cr ∪ (sr-ent-cr[17])
Eva − Resp − Stor
= Eva − Resp − Stor ∪ (eva-resp-stor[1])
(13)
The results of the authentication process can be positive
or negative. If the response is positive, then the transition
Resp-Alive is fired. The rule for the said transition is shown
in (14), where the DS generates the response as true against
the request token and stores it at a place DS-TO-IA-RESP.

Finally, the transition R-R will be triggered only if (13) is
fired that complete the process of a secure resource release in
a federation. The rule for the transition R-R is shown in (16).
R (R-R) = ∀ia-res ∈ I a − Res, ∀ds-rec ∈ Ds − Res,
∀r-rls ∈ R − Rls | ia-res[21] = ds-rec[1] ∧ ia-res[22]
= ds-rec[2] → r-rls[1] := ia-res[23],
R − Rls = R − Rls ∪ (r-rls[1])

(16)

V. V ERIFICATION OF THE X DAUTH P ROTOCOL
Verification is the process of demonstrating the correctness
of an underlying system. To prove the correctness of the
system under consideration, it is important to verify the
system on certain parameters. Generally, system specifications
and system properties parameters are used for the system
verification. Every system has some specifications that define
the system; whereas, system properties act as the axioms that
must be proved by the system.
A. The xDAuth Model Verification Using the Z3 Solver
We have followed 3 main steps towards the verification of
the xDAuth protocol. As a first step, we have modeled the
xDAuth protocol in the HLPN. Secondly, we have defined
the transition rules using the Z formal specification language.
Such rules are then transformed into the array theory of the
SMT-Lib. Finally, using a bounded model checking technique
[51], [52], the Z3 solver [27] verify the system properties
(in our case these are the security properties) of the protocol
model to check for the satisfiability of the logical formulae
over the system specification. The Z3 solver performs the computation and provides result as satisfiable sat or unsatisfiable
unsat. If the generated result is sat, it means that there is a
violation of the asserted property. The solver will generate a
counter example for it. Alternatively, if the result is unsat, then
this indicates that the property holds and the correctness of the
system is proved. To verify the xDAuth protocol model, we
have defined five security properties of which two are protocol
specific and the other three are secrecy properties.
1) Security Properties: The protocol specific security
properties are: (a) The Secure Secret Key Authentication, and
(b) The Chinese Wall Security Policy. The secrecy
properties that define the granular level security are: (c) The
Confidentiality, (d) The Integrity, and (e) The Authenticity.
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Fig. 9.

The Secure Secret Key Authentication.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 12.

The CWSP Assertion.
Fig. 13.

Fig. 11.

The Integrity Assertion.

The Confidentiality Assertion.

a) The secure secret key authentication: In the xDAuth
protocol, at the time of the registration, a secure secret key is
shared between the DS and each of the SP and the SR domain
respectively. The secret key is used for the purpose of domain
authentication. For the secure secret key authentication, we
have used the secret keys and asserted this as a property.
The code snippet for the secure secret key property is shown
in Figure 9. The property holds if the secret key held by
the SP and DS is similar and the secret key held by the
SR and DS is similar, respectively. If the keys are matched, the
solver generates unsat result, which indicates that the xDAuth
protocol is secure and the DS can successfully authenticate
each organization that is a part of a federation. Also, xDAuth
authentication mechanism ensures the fact that the unauthorized user cannot pass the authentication due to secure secret
key mechanism and user authentication mechanism in its home
domain.
b) The chinese wall security policy (CWSP): The next
property is the CWSP. The CWSP is about avoiding the CoI
among clients in a federation. The CWSP maintains a set of the
objects, each containing information of different companies
that fall in one of the CoI classes [21]. Asserting the same
for the xDAuth protocol, where different organizations may
have CoI with each other, we have defined this as a security
property. The code snippet for the CWSP is shown in Figure 10
below. In the property, we asserted that if a user has accessed
the resource of a company of a specific CoI class and has
performed some action on it such as read or write, he/she will
not be allowed to access the resource of another company
which is in the same CoI class.
c) The confidentiality: For a system to be secure, it
is important to consider the confidentiality constraints. The
confidentiality is defined as a liaison between two or more persons in which the communicated information is not disclosed
deliberately to another person [53]. By following the definition
of the confidentiality, we have made an assertion for testing
the xDAuth protocol. The code snippet as shown in Figure 11
exemplifies the assertion. In the xDAuth protocol, the resource
itself is confidential information in the SP domain. Therefore,
the resource content of the SP domain must not match with
the resource content of the SR domain before the resource
information is released properly following the protocol flow.
The result that we obtained against this assertion is unsat.

The Authenticity Assertion.

d) The integrity: Another secrecy property for a system
to be secure is the integrity. The integrity is defined as
the property of a system that a malicious user cannot alter
or modify the contents of a secured message block once
protected [53]. That is, a person or system which does not
have a write access on the protected message must not be
able to modify the contents. In the code snippet as shown in
Figure 12, we have matched the SP user’s action which he/she
came to perform on the protected message. If the action is
the same which is delegated to him/her then integrity of the
system is maintained. The result that we obtained against this
assertion is unsat.
e) The authenticity: By definition, authentication is the
process of identifying and verifying the person or entity who is
accessing the information of the system [53]. Any information
that is coming from a valid user of the system is considered to
be authentic. In Figure 13, an assertion has been listed for the
xDAuth protocol to check its authenticity. In the code snippet,
we have matched the source of the information i.e. the email
address of the SP domain user known to the SR domain user
with the sender’s email address of the information. The result
that we obtained from the assertion is unsat. From this we can
say that the xDAuth protocol preserves the security constraint
of authenticity.
B. Results
To verify, the model of the xDAuth protocol is translated
to SMT. The properties are also translated and specified
in SMT. The Z3 solver takes the model and the properties
to check whether the model satisfies the properties or not.
If the system model satisfies the aforementioned properties
using SMT and Z3 solver then this indicates that the model
specifications can be stated as correct. The objective that we
want to achieve in this paper is to verify the correctness of the
xDAuth protocol without analyzing quality attributes such as
performance and reliability. Therefore, executing the xDAuth
model along with the asserted properties in the Z3 solver, the
model of xDAuth works fine and produces results as per our
expectations. For our implementation using SMT-LIB, we used
QF_AUFLIA logic, which is used for closed quantifier-free
linear formulas over the theory of integer arrays extended with
free sort and function symbols. The results are illustrated in
the Table IV in execution time of the xDAuth protocol when
verified on the security properties.
The results illustrate that the xDAuth protocol executes in a
finite time on verification. The execution time here indicates
that the time solver takes to compute the satisfiability of
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TABLE IV
E XECUTION T IME OF THE S ECURITY P ROPERTIES

Fig. 14.

Verification Results of the xDAuth Protocol.

the properties, which shows the correctness. Figure 14 plots
the execution time taken by the Z3 solver on each security
property of the xDAuth model.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In a federation, where organizations are sharing their
resources with other organizations, access to shared resources
is readily governed by organizational and internal access
control policies that define conditions on which access can
be granted/denied. In this paper, we have used the HLPN
and the Z language for the modeling and the analysis of
the xDAuth protocol which is used for cross domain access
control. The HLPN presents a graphical representation of the
system whereas the Z specification language provides the
mathematical representation which helps in the analysis of
the behavioral and the structural properties of the system.
By using formal techniques, we could understand and analyze
the interconnections of the xDAuth protocol. For providing
the proof of protocol correctness, the modeled system is transformed into the Z3 SMT solver. The obtained results revealed
the fact that the asserted protocol specific and the secrecy
properties complement the secure release of the resource in
the xDAuth protocol. However, the secret key between the
DS and each respective domain after the registration process
can also be a single point of failure and should be backed
by a strong logging system in order to track and audit all the
administrative (domain registration, policy update etc.,) and
non-administrative (resource access) activities. In our future
work, we intend to incorporate a secure key mechanism backed
by a logging system in the xDAuth protocol.
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